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Geographical location

Kotelniki city district is located in the South-East of the Moscow region. In the North and North-WestKotelniki is bordered by the city of Moscow, in the East by the city of Lyubertsy, in the South by the city ofDzerzhinsky. Borders with the cities of Moscow and Lyubertsy are MKAD and the route M 5 Ural-Novoryazanskoe highway.



Demographics and resources

The area of the city district Kotelniki Moscow region 1424 hectares.• Lands of settlements - 611.08 ha• Lands of industry, transport, communications, etc., including the territory of special purpose - 63.41hectares• Lands of the forest Fund - 414,66 ha
The administrative center is the city district of Kotelniki.•Population – 46763 thousand people.•Able-bodied population – 33,9 thousand people. In the economy of the district employed – 15,6 thousandpeople. (in 2018)As a result of the pendulum migration, there is a skilled workforce reserve of about 13.3 thousand people.

Average monthly wage.
The average monthly wage of employees of economic entities 51,1 thousand rubles:• industry 56,1 thousand rubles.• construction 25,7 thousand rubles.• trade 50,5 thousand rubles.• education 43,8 thousand rubles.• culture and sports 45,9 thousand rubles.



Minerals:

There are no minerals in the territory of the city district of Kotelniki.

Cadastral value of land plots for placement

• houses IH: 4903,30 rubles per sq. m.;• country and horticultural associations: 4250,57 rubles per sq. m.;• trade: from 4486,97 RUB per sq. m.;• industry: from 3916.88 rubles per sq. m.

Cost of energy resources:
• Electricity: RUB from 3.53 per kWh (El. plate) to 5.04 rubles per kW/h (gas. plates);• Gas supply: from 5340 to 6140 rubles per 1000 cubic meters.;• Water supply: the component in cold water -39,40 RUB. for 1 cu. m (incl. VAT);• Sanitation: 39,73 RUB. for 1 cu. m (incl. VAT.)• Heating: 2369,16 RUB..for 1 Gcal. (on. VAT.)



Transport links
1. Basic transport highway:- MKAD;- M 5 "Ural"- Novo-Ryazan highway;- Dzerzhinsky highway;- Novoyegor'yevskoye highway;- Railway street;- 1-St Pokrovsky proezd;- 2nd Pokrovsky passage.

2. Railway transport.In the city, the railway station "Yanichkin".The city of Kotelniki is crossed by the Kazan railway (railway line from the station "Punks") connecting thecity of Moscow, the city of Dzerzhinsky and the city of Kotelniki with the station "Punks" (Lyubertsy).
3. Metro.On the territory of the city is the Moscow metro station "Kotelniki".

4. River transport.There are no cargo river ports on the territory of the city district of Kotelniki.
5. Air transport.There are no airports on the territory of the city district of Kotelniki. The nearest airport is Zhukovskyairport, 23.3 km from the property.



Demobilization and skills



Education system:

Branch "Kotelniki" SEI IN Moscow region, "Dubna"University.Number of students: 580 people (2017g.-2018g.)
Direction of preparation:

Higher education programs – 337 people.- "Economy" - 103 people.;
- "State and municipal management" - 142 people.;- "Informatics and computer engineering" - 73 people.;- "Landscape architecture" - 19 people.
Programs of secondary vocational training - 243 people.- "Economics and accounting" (by industry) - 36 people.;- "Law and organization of social security" - 56 people.;- "Maintenance and repair of motor transport" - 47 people.;-"Technical operation and maintenance of electrical and Electromechanical equipment" (by industry) - 45people.;- "Organization and technology of information security" - 59 people.



The main labor specialization of the city district:in the sphere of trade and industry.Industrial enterprise
- CJSC "BELAYA DACHA TRADING"- processing and preserving of vegetables;- LLC FIRM "YOUR HOUSE" - the production of commodity concrete;- LLC EURO PAK - production of paper bags for packing of industrial production;- OBOSOBLENNOE PODRAZDELENIE OOO "Ph. D. candidate and researcher" - manufacture of otherarticles of concrete, plaster and cement;- LLC "ABZ-Kotelniki" - the production of bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt or bitumen, onpetroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on their pitches;- OOO "Trak-Concrete" - the production and delivery of concrete.

The list of potential and at an early stage of implementation of investment projects (having a significantimpact on the economy of the district, not related to the construction of housing and related facilities, as well asthe construction of Federal and regional engineering infrastructure)

1. Construction of a multifunctional petrol station complex "Neftmagistral"2. Hotel complex with roadside service facilities



Location of large enterprises

Logistics complex:-OP LLC "Logistics company KIT" (1);
- Belaya Dacha Logopark LLC (1);OP OOO "FM logistic Severyanka" (1).
Production:- CJSC "Belaya Dacha trading"- processing and preservingvegetables (1);- LLC firm "Your house" - manufacture of ready-mixed concrete (2);
- - LLC "Europack" - the production of cardboard(3);- OBOSOBLENNOE PODRAZDELENIEOOO Ph. D. candidate and researcher –manufacture of other articles of concrete, plaster and cement (4);- LLC ABZ-Kotelniki - production of bituminous mixesbased on natural asphalt or bitumen, petroleum bitumen,mineral tars or of their pitches (5).- LLC Trak-Beton - production and delivery of concrete (6).



Industrial park
On the territory of the city district of Kotelniki, Moscow region, there are no industrial parks.
Promising for investors land plots, property complexes and consolidated areas at significant enterprises
Industrial site UK RESTRROM, Kotelniki, MD. Carpet, 37.
Contacts: +7 (964) 793-13-31; +7 (495) 783-31-37.
Office space (about 4000 sqm) is in good condition, fully equipped workstations, heating, ventilation, IT,communications
Production area (about 16,000 sq m) – in good condition, fully equipped workstations, heating, ventilation, IT,communications
Warehouse space (about 5,000 sq m) is in good condition, with shelves, require no repair, with heating, ventilation,IT-communications, with a good entrance, the possibility of simultaneous loading and unloading of trucks 3-4
The height of buildings and structures: a weaving workshop - maximum 10 metres, drops up to 5 m; the warehouseof raw materials and inventories - to the roof 8 m, beam 6 m; the warehouse of the SE - to the roof 8, the beam 7 m

Land plots



Land plot with cadastral number 50: 22: 0050203: 10820 with an area of 7 070 sq. M. m, category - “land ofsettlements”, type of permitted use - “construction industry, warehouses”, located at: Moscow region, Kotelniki,Dzerzhinskoe highway, next to page 9, is in unrestricted state ownership and is free from the rights of third parties.
According to the border scheme, the land is located in the sanitary protection zone of enterprises, structures andother facilities.
According to ISOGD of the Moscow Region, a land plot does not fall within the boundaries of STP TO MO andPPT.

Land plot with cadastral number 50:22:0050203:12067 with an area of 5 975 sq. M. m, category - “lands ofsettlements”, type of permitted use - “warehouses”, located at: Moscow Region, Kotelniki, sh. Dzerzhinskoye, nextto d. 2, is in unrestricted state ownership and is free from the rights of third parties.
In accordance with the General Plan of the urban district of Kotelniki, Moscow Region, approved. by the decisionof the Council of Deputies of the city district of Kotelniki of the Moscow Region dated 04/18/2018 No. 2/60, theland plot is located within the boundaries of the lands of settlements, in the functional zone “production zone (P)”.
According to ISOGD of the Moscow Region, a land plot: - partially falls within the boundaries of the PPT for theplacement of a linear capital construction facility - a flyover over the railway and Dzerzhinskoye Shosse.
Currently, work is underway to divide the land and change the type of permitted use. A boundary plan has beenprepared. Documents have been submitted to the Rosreestr. After the state registration of the formed land(approximately October 2019), a package of documents will be prepared for the sale of the land at the auction.



As a result, a land plot with an area of 5783 sq.m., type of permitted use “construction industry, warehouses” will beput up for auction.
Industrial land plot with cadastral number: 50:22:0050102:26
total area of 4.6 hectares.
The land plot is located at: Moscow region, Kotelniki, Commercial passage, p. 2. Located in the vicinity of theMoscow Ring Road (500 m), convenient transport accessibility. An ideal place for production and warehouses. Onthe territory there is a working warehouse. An existing railway line runs along the border of the site. Electricity up to2 MW. Check into the territory from the Dzerzhinsky highway and the Moscow Ring Road. Received by the GPZU.The land is owned by Nadezhda Farm LLC. Land category: lands of settlements, permitted use: for industrialwarehouse complex.
Land plot with cadastral number 50:22:0050202: 4440 with an area of 6425 square meters. m, category - “lands ofsettlements”, type of permitted use - “under the timber exchange for actual use”, located at the address: MoscowRegion, Kotelniki, Yanichkin proezd, next to d.6, is owned by LLC DOK-13 "
Land plot with cadastral number 50:22:0050202:4441 with an area of 8531 square meters. m, category - “lands ofsettlements”, type of permitted use - “under the timber exchange for actual use”, located at the address: MoscowRegion, Kotelniki, Yanichkin proezd, next to d.6, is owned by LLC DOK-13 ".
Plot of land with cadastral number 50:22:0050202:4442 with an area of 10727 square meters. m, category - “landsof settlements”, type of permitted use - “under the timber exchange for actual use”, located at the address: MoscowRegion, Kotelniki, Yanichkin proezd, next to d.6, is owned by LLC DOK-13 ".



Land plot with cadastral number 50:22:0050202:4443 with an area of 10898 sq. M. m, category - “lands ofsettlements”, type of permitted use - “under the timber exchange for actual use”, located at the address: MoscowRegion, Kotelniki, Yanichkin proezd, next to d.6, is owned by LLC DOK-13 ".
Land plot with cadastral number 50:22:0050202:4444 with an area of 719 square meters. m, category - “lands ofsettlements”, type of permitted use - “under the timber exchange for actual use”, located at the address: MoscowRegion, Kotelniki, Yanichkin proezd, next to d.6, is owned by LLC DOK-13 ".
According to the land use and development project (PZZ), the above land plots are located in the territorial zone O-1(multifunctional public and business zone).
In the land plots of the owner of DOK-13 LLC, work is underway to change the territorial zone from O-1 to P(production zone).

Useful information for investors
Administration of the city district Kotelniki, Moscow regionAddress: Moscow region, Kotelniki Dzerzhinsky highway d 5/4Fax (code, phone) +7 (495) 559-31-11E-mail address kotel@mosreg.ruHead of the city district Bulgakov Andrey Alekseevich



Telephone (area code, phone number) 7(495)554-45-08First Deputy head of administration Sergey GoryachevPhone (code, phone) +7 (495)550-93-07Deputy head of administration Galuzo Maria VladimirovnaPhone (code, phone) +7 (495)550-93-01Department of Economics and development of the city district Kotelniki Moscow regionPhone: +7 (495) 559-73-52E-mail: Kotel.Invest@mail.ruHead of Department - Kondrashin TatyanaJSC "Moscow region development Corporation" +7 (495) 280-79-84

The Newspaper "Kotelnik Today»Address : 150054 Moscow region, Kotelniki, Carpet mkrn, 17Phone: +7 (495) 559-77-66;E-mail: gazetaKC@yandex.ruDirector — editor-in-chief: Natalia Irkhina



Official website of the urban district Kotelniki: http://www.kotelniki.ruResponsible: Moskaleva Anastasia - head of the Department of municipal information policy of the Moscow state University"development of Kotelniki»Tel: +7 (498) 553 42 41E-mail: mku_rk@mail.ru

Construction industry enterprises and construction organizations
OOO "ABS - Kotelniki" - the production of bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt or bitumen,petroleum bitumen, mineral tars or of their pitches.
Address:140053, Moscow region, Kotelniki MD. Silicate, industrial.Tel. +7 (498) 721-62-35, f.+7 (495) 554-62-55.
OOO "BUSINESS - INVEST GROUP DEVELOPMENT" - General construction works.



Address: 140054, Moscow region, Kotelniki city, Novoryazanskoe highway 6, office 120.Phone: +7 (499) 390-19-97.
OOO FIRMA "YOUR HOUSE" - the production of commodity concrete.Address:140053, Moscow region, Kotelniki city, Silikat microdistrict,2.Phone:+7 (495) 645-16-19.
LLC Kotelniki - all-construction works.Address: 143421, Moscow region, Krasnogorsk district, Baltic Road, territory 26 km Business Center Riga-Land, building A, 4th floor, room 3, office 5/1.Phone: +7 (495) 987-46-88.


